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Multimodal speech
Speech production and perception involves more than just
the sounds of a language. Other information is involved in
speech production and plays a role in speech perception,
such as:
• emotional affect
• speech rate
• pitch contour
• facial expression
• body posture

• manual and other bodily gestures
More research is beginning to include these so-called
‘paralinguistic’ factors in the study of speech.
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Approaches to multimodal speech
• Determining temporal/spatial coordination

between modalities is a primary means of
analysis

• Audiovisual recording technology is

accessible and provides acoustic and visual
information in the lab or in the field

• Segmentation and/or phasing of non-

speech modalities is a popular technique for
determining coordination with speech
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Segmentation typology examples
From McNeill (1992):
• Iconics & Metaphorics
Imagistic, representational
• ‘Represents attributes, actions, or
relationships of objects or characters’
•

• Deictics
Imagistic, referential
• ‘finger points or other indications of either
concrete or imaginary objects or people’
•

• Beats
Non-Imagistic, non-representational
• ‘formless hands that convey no information
but move in a rhythmic relationship to speech’
•
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Previous research
• Finely detailed movement coordination exists

within multimodal speech at various levels
• High-level temporal coordination between speech

(acoustics) and other modalities like gesture
• Gestures may be timed with speech prosody,

semantic affiliates, or lexical access
• Researchers are limited by the coding or gesture

classification scheme they employ
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Beyond gestural typology
• Limits to the typology approach:
• Lack of agreement in segmentation and coding schema

across researchers and experiments
• Ecological validity can be a problem in experiment
design
• Biological movements are continuous and rarely
precisely synchronous

• Desiderata for multimodal speech research:
• elicit naturalistic/ecologically valid gesturing behavior
• compare similarity of signals across modalities
• account for time-varying signals
• understand speech and gestural coordination free of a

priori assumptions about gesture
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Developments in multimodal speech
• Accessible, low cost audiovisual equipment is increasingly

available

• Motion capture techniques/equipment are becoming more

accessible

• Software for audio/video editing, motion capture, and

computer vision is widely available and constantly
evolving

• Much of the software is free, including some developed by my

collaborators

• This new technology affords new experiment design, an

example of which is described here
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Experiment description
Task Type

Demonstration

Response

Goal of
Task

Elicit spontaneous imagistic,
semantically timed* co-speech
gesture

elicit spontaneous nonimagistic, prosodically timed
co-speech gesture

Description •
•

Example

20 themes
Participants describe their
method for performing a
basic task

Please demonstrate how you:
Shuffle a deck of playing
cards

•
•
•

20 themes
2-3 questions per theme
Participants respond to
preference questions
asked by experimenter

Please state which option you
prefer and why you prefer that
option over the alternative(s).
Tea and coffee
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Methods: EMA
• Record speech articulator

kinematics using electromagnetic
articulography (EMA)
• WAVE (Northern Digital) motion tracking

equipment
• synchronized audio acquisition
• Sensors attached to tongue body, tongue

Magne&c Field

tip, lower jaw, lower lip, and upper lip,
plus reference sensors on right/left
mastoid process, upper jaw
• 400 Hz kinematic data sampling rate;

44.1kHz audio sampling rate
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TT TB
JAW
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Methods: Optical Flow
• Record hand and head motion using video equipment
• GoPro video camera records high-def video and audio
• used 29.97 fps for video sampling and 48kHz for audio sampling
• Obtain magnitude and direction of movement velocity

using Optical flow
• Optical flow works best when the camera is stationary, background

is stable, and the moving object(s) is easily distinguished from the
background
• Optical flow is a computer vision method that measures changes in
pixel intensity across frames of a video
• Hand and head movement velocity is obtained from the rate of
change in pixel intensity
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Region of Interest selection
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Optical Flow visualization
“Demo” condition

“Response” condition
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Data analysis
• Kinematics data processed in MView (Tiede) in Matlab
• Acoustic segmentation and signal alignment in Praat
• Video data processed using optical flow software

FlowAnalyzer (Vilela Barbosa & Vatikiotis-Bateson 2013)
• Movement signals created using the AVSP toolbox for

Matlab (Vilela Barbosa, Yehia, Vatikiotis-Bateson 2007)
• Correlation Map Analysis (Vilela Barbosa, Déchaine,

Vatikiotis-Bateson & Yehia, 2012) used to quantify timevarying correlation between signals
• R software used to calculate causality between individual

modality signals
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Viewing multimodal signals in ELAN
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Results: Causality
• Coordination between speech and gesture dependent on

speech task
• During demonstration condition (eliciting mainly imagistic
gesture), causality is non-significant
• During response condition (eliciting prosodically coordinated,
non-imagistic gesture) causality is significant only in one
direction (hand movement ‘predicts’ jaw movement)
Granger Test
RH à JAW

Granger Test
JAW à RH

Demonstration
Condition

F(16, 4437)=0.5681,
p=0.9095; lag=0.08s

F(16,4437)=0.2136,
p=0.9996; lag=0.08s

Response
Condition

F(23,13095)=2.0134,
p=0.0028*; lag=0.115s

F(23,13095)= 0.2974,
p=0.9995; lag=0.115s
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Results: Causality
• Finding suggests that coordination of movements between

different speech modalities distinguishes varieties of manual
gesture as a function of speech task
• without referring to problematic starting/ending points, phases of

gesture, or gestural typology

• Manual movement initiation predictive of speech movement

initiation in response task

• Reverse ordering (speech movements à manual movements) not

predictive for either demonstration or response task

• Speech and manual movement coordination is causally linked

at short lags (~100ms)

• This was true only when manual gesture is prosodically driven
• Semantic or lexical access driven gesture may engage coordination at

longer time scales (work in progress)
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Future Directions
• Additional scales of comparison
• Finely detailed movements, e.g. lip, eyebrow, blinking or finger
movements
• Broad movements of the body
• Entrainment of movement between more than one

speaker
• Field research of understudied languages
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Thank you!
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